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On October 17th 2018, Jazz hosted a workshop on “Reinventing Livelihoods: Roadmap to Digital Agriculture”. The
workshop saw participation from the included subject matter experts, researchers, practitioners, policy makers and
influencers, private sector and startups, and the government. The purpose of the session was to identify the role of
technology-based interventions in digitalizing the Agriculture value chain. The total duration of 1:15 hours assigned to
the session was broken down in to four concrete parts to facilitate the discussion to produce concrete outcomes: 1)
Introduction & Challenges – a quick list of top challenges in the Agriculture sector; 2) Around the World – quoting
examples of what’s happening around the world and the role of different stakeholders; 3) Jazz in Agriculture –

providing an overview of Jazz in tech-based Agriculture solutions; and 4) Solutions – devising way forward for
technology interventions needed in the value chain for the Agriculture sector

1. Introduction and Challenges
Agriculture sector is the mainstay of Pakistan’s economy. The workshop session opened with providing a brief
introduction of the sector and key players along with the role of Mobile and Digital in revitalizing this sector:
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Contribution of Agriculture

 National GDP: 20%
 Labor Employment:42.3%
 Land utilization: 47%
 Government to sustain

current Agriculture growth rate
of 4-5% per annum (through
technology as one of the main
components)

Key Stakeholders

 Government Bodies –
National and Provincial

 Provincial Agriculture
Departments

 Multilateral Agencies
 Private Sector and Startups

Digital Gains through Mobile

 $1 investment in the digital 
economy leads to $20 rise in 
GDP

 Mobile broadband 
constitutes over 95% of the 
total broadband

The session, then, moved towards identifying the challenges that exist in the Agriculture sector. Participants, along
with the moderator, identified the following set of challenges which plague the sector:

 Reach to the farmer (in the form of knowledge, inputs, funds)
Farmer lacks the access to correct and timely information which can help him make effective decisions. There is a
dearth of cost-effective solutions which prevent farmers from moving to more sophisticated solutions. There is a lack
of standardization that exists for grading the quality of both the input products and finished goods. The scarcity of
quality inputs like irrigation water and seeds is another issue that farmers face. Farmers also don’t have immediate
and ready access to credit which hinders their ability to procure inputs or sell to bigger markets. There are also
inefficiencies on both the supply and output side which prevent traceability of both the inputs and finished products.

 Role of the government and private sector
Currently, the challenge is unavailability of data or accurate data/data not made by the governments. This data can be
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further leveraged by the research organizations to introduce smart tech-based solutions. Regulations related to
different tech-based solutions are missing. These regulations, along with a governance model will provide
transparency, fostering trust in local communities. There is a dearth of e-Commerce based solutions which can
eventually help farmers become profitable. These solutions and their frameworks can be formalized through
government support. A unified platform doesn’t exist which can allow sharing of best practices amongst the farming
community.

 Reach of the farmer (to local and international marketplaces)
There is a dearth of facilities available to the farmer which can help him connect better to the marketplaces and earn
higher profits. Connectivity, in the form of tools and systems, is not fully available to the farmer. Most farmers also
lack the requisite training and skills needed to use tech-based solutions. The mobile/computer-based applications and
devices are not very user-friendly for the farmer to start using them effectively. There is an element of trust which is
inherently missing when it comes to using a technology interface and farmers feel reluctant in using such solutions.
The role of middleman also needs to be redefined as an enabler. The post-harvest losses are also a challenge where a
lot of produce is lost. Lack of standardization and verification of products leads to losing access to international
marketplaces. Farmers also have an issue taking their produce to the market due to glut/excess produce already
present in the market. The concept of “shelter to farm to market” is currently missing, in terms of the value chain
improvement.

 Sustainable livelihood for the farmer
Majority of the farmers are not providing to international markets and there are various contributing reasons for that
aspect. Farmers don’t have access to modern farming tools and techniques. There is a lack of entrepreneurial
structure which can support and encourage farmers to grow in to businesses. Farmers, due to lack of resources and
information, don’t produce the export quality products and subsequently, don’t meet the international standards for
distribution.

2. Around the World
After listing the primary challenges, the session proceeded towards some successful examples of tech-based
Agriculture solutions from around the world and what can be learnt for implementation in Pakistan:

G-SOKO ACRE

 100 regionally certified warehouses for
the procurement of grain
 18 grain commodities and products
being traded and standards
 180 producer aggregation centers
(linked with certified warehouses)
 Over 50k smallholders being
incorporated in structured trade

 Over 1m farmers insured for over 77m
USD against a variety of weather risks
 Insured farmers invested 19% more and
earned 16% more than neighboring uninsured
counterparts

A Regional 
Virtual 
Trading 
Platform

A Weather-
Indexed 
Insurance 
Plan
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E-NAM
KYAGALANYI 

PROJECT

 Coverage of 470 markets (Oct 2017),
out of 585 markets
 Traded quantity of 11,372 ton worth
value of 314b INR
 96k buyers (traders), 5.08m sellers
(farmers), and 51k commission agents

 Potential to impact approx. 85% of the 
total population
 Coffee value chain employs 2.5m people

A Digital 
Payments 
Solution

A Pan-Country 
Electronic 
Trading Portal

FARMERS’ CLUB

 1.2m farmers benefitted from improved
crop yields
 871m SMSs sent on 1.1m different
subjects
 495 truck visits, reaching 225k+ farmers
 38k+ farmers benefited from the ad
service
 App downloaded by 16k farmers

A Product 
Portfolio of 
Agri Services

3. Jazz in Agriculture
The session continued towards a brief overview of what Jazz is contributing towards the Agriculture sector. With over
55 million customers, Jazz provides customers with complete end to end mobile connectivity and value added
services in the financial and digital ecosystem across Pakistan. Jazz launched the Bakhabar Kissan app:

Core Objective Platform Base Features

SMS/VMS, IVR/Call Center,
Application/Website, CRM,
Social Media, Farm to
Home Service

To provide a single, unified
platform for all actors in
Agriculture space

More than 1.3m on
the platform
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4. Solutions
The final part of the session was focused on identifying how technology can help solve the existing challenges.
Participants highlighted some major areas where technology can play a role:

01

02

03

04

Creating the support from the government and
policy makers through formulating an e-Agriculture
strategy which can provide governance structure
and regulatory frameworks; creating infrastructure
for various services like: crop grading, payment
solutions, logistics, warehousing

Creating access to and for the farmer: providing local weather input; disseminating
accurate mandi rates; deciding the right platform for dissemination; utilizing the
middleman effectively (more as a “financier”); allowing formal financing to reach the
farmer (including advance payments through including a bank); fostering trust through
creating local communities

Making farmers’ data accessible for research
institutions and solution providers; identifying,
integrating, and collecting data; collecting and
updating land data for accuracy; creating
standards for data consistency and accuracy

Creating a marketplace for both buyers and sellers – the complete concept of “shelter to
farm to market” to be implemented; systems and applications to be created which provide
information on soil management, automate irrigation systems, and deliver weather
updates; including the warehouse receipts system in the marketplace; creating an online
farming community where production planning can take place; eliminating production vs
market variability

Participants identified that government support and partnerships were critical in digitalizing the value chain of the
Agriculture sector. Without a united effort by all stakeholders involved, progress will be limited.


